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Abstract

Diagrams have been left as an informal tool in hardware reasoning, thus rendering them unacceptable representations within formal reasoning systems. We demonstrate some advantages
of formally supporting diagrams in hardware veri cation systems via a simple example and provide a logical formalization of hardware diagrams upon which we are constructing a veri cation
tool.

1 Introduction
The increased use of formal methods for verifying hardware speci cations has generated a wealth of
research into the formal models and representations of hardware that best facilitate the veri cation
task. Most such models are based on combinations of temporal and higher-order logic which,
while e ective, do not necessarily re ect the models used during the design process. The hardware
design process involves the use of a collection of diagrammatic forms, such as circuit diagrams and
timing diagrams, which depict certain characteristics of hardware components more naturally than
purely sentential representations. Given the relationship between good representations and ease
and clarity of proof, it then seems natural to ask why formal veri cation does not support these
representations.
One answer is that the lack of formalization of diagrammatic representations has precluded their
use in formal proof and veri cation. Another is that diagrammatic representations are often seen
as too specialized to support general reasoning about hardware components. However, the argument could be made that certain hardware characteristics are better represented diagrammatically,
therefore re ecting limitations to sentential representations. Given this, it would seem that the development of logical systems in which sentential and diagrammatic representations could interact
formally would be the best choice for hardware formal methods. Barwise and Etchemendy have
demonstrated the feasibility of such heterogeneous logics via their Hyperproof system [1] [2]. Our
goal in this project is to apply the logical underpinnings of Hyperproof to the domain of hardware
design and veri cation.
The rst step in developing a heterogeneous logic for the hardware domain is the formalization of
the diagrammatic notations; this portion of the project is presented here. In this paper we are going
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Figure 1: Three diagrams from the logic corresponding to an implementation of a single-pulser
component.
to be studying several logical relationships between four kinds of objects: physical hardware devices,
circuit diagrams, algorithmic state machine (ASM) charts, and timing diagrams. These three
diagrammatic representations have been chosen because they address three of the four principle
aspects of hardware design: control, architecture, and timing [11].1 Examples of these diagrammatic
forms are given in Fig. 1. We are interested in exploring the following key relationships between
these diagrammatic representations and physical devices:

 What does it mean for some device to be described by, or to be an implementation of, some






diagram?
What does it mean for two diagrams to describe the same device or devices?
What does it mean for two devices to be observationally (i.e., behaviorally) equivalent?
What does it mean for two diagrams to describe observationally equivalent devices?
What does it mean for one diagram to be a structural consequence, or a behavioral consequence, of other diagrams?
What are the valid methods of inference between diagrams?

In order to give a rigorous mathematical account that begins to answer these questions, we need
to give mathematical models for each of these four kinds of objects. This requires that we isolate
those features of physical devices and diagrams that are crucial to answering these questions. On
the other hand, we want to abstract away from other features which may be important for other
considerations (layout, or readability, for example) but are not relevant to these particular questions.
We do this by giving a model of physical hardware devices in Sect. 3.1. In Sects. 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 we
present the models of the diagrammatic representations and give each representation a semantics
in terms of the model of physical hardware. Examples of inference rules can be found in Sect. 4.
1

The fourth aspect, data hierarchy, is less developed in hardware practice.
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2 Veri cation and Diagrammatic Representation
Before presenting our formalization, we provide a brief demonstration in support of formally using diagrams in hardware veri cation. We believe that diagrammatic reasoning o ers two main
advantages over purely sentential hardware veri cation: clarity of representation and conciseness
of proof. We will use a simple component called a single-pulser to demonstrate our arguments.
A single-pulser contains one input and one output; for each pulse on the input, a unit duration
pulse is emitted on the output. The diagrams corresponding to a single-pulser appear in Fig. 1;
the timing diagram in Fig. 1 provides a visual description of the component's behavior.
Various sentential veri cations of the single-pulser have been studied by [9]; for sake of comparison, we will contrast their sentential theorem-prover veri cation with our intended diagrammatic
veri cation. We have chosen to use their theorem-prover veri cation because one of our goals is to
develop a proof-checker with support for diagrammatic representations. PVS is the theorem prover
used in [9], which we take as representative of sentential theorem provers.2
Verifying hardware using a theorem prover involves writing a statement for the component's
speci cation, writing a statement for an implementation of the component, and then proving that
the implementation logically implies the speci cation. Depending upon the theorem prover in
question, the statements are given in some variant of higher-order logic.
To address the issue of clarity, consider the PVS implementation and speci cation of the singlepulser proposed by [9]. Their implementation is given below and is based upon the accompanying
circuit diagram.3
i

o
x

imp(i; O) : bool = (9x : (delay(i; x) ^ and (i; x; O)))
delay(i; O) : bool = (8t : (O(t + 1) = i(t)))
and(a; b; c) : bool = (8t : (y (t) = (,a(t))  b(t)))

Notice that the PVS representation of the implementation is nothing but a translation of the
diagram into the syntax of PVS | neither representation contains any more information than the
other.4 The behavioral speci cation is given in two parts, as follows. The rst part, spec1, expresses
that \whenever there is a pulse on the input signal i, say from time n to time m, there is a unique
time k in the vicinity of the input pulse so that the output signal is asserted [9]."

spec1(i; O) : bool = (8n; m :Pulse(i; n; m) 
9k : n  k ^ k  m ^ O(k) = 1 ^
(8j : (n  j ^ j  m ^ O(j ) = 1  j = k))
Pulse(f; n; m) : bool = (n < m ^ f (n , 1) = 0 ^ f (m) = 0^
(8t : (n < t ^ t < m  f (t) = 1)))
PVS has been developed by SRI International.
In the circuit diagram, the rectangular object depicts a device that delays its input for one unit of time before
passing it to the output, the small circle represents logical negation, and the gate on the right represents boolean
and.
4 We could consider the lengths of wires in the circuit diagram as information not available in the sentential
representation, but that information is more ne-grained than our logic is tuned to handle at present.
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As pointed out by [9], spec1 is not sucient because it does not expresses the desired behavior
of the single-pulser between input pulses. Speci cation spec2 is intended to correct this problem;
it states that any output pulse must occur in the vicinity of an input pulse.

spec2(i; O) : bool = (8k : O(k) = 1  SinglePulse(O; k) ^
(9n; m : n  k ^ k  m ^ Pulse(i; n; m)))
spec1 can be captured using the following timing diagram.5 One advantage to use the timing
diagram is that there is no need for the Pulse de nition because it is inherent in the diagram. This
suggests that diagrams may be more compact than sentential representations in some circumstances.
i
o

?

We claim that the timing diagram is a clearer representation of the intended behavior of a
single-pulser than the two sentential speci cations. The meaning of neither sentential speci cation
is immediately clear, despite the fact that they are written in a straightforward style of higher-order
logic. In fact, the average person might construct a diagrammatic depiction of the speci cations
in the process of understanding their full meanings. The advantages of clear speci cation are well
known in the veri cation community. Careless interpretation of either speci cations or implementations can lead to lost time in establishing proofs, or worse still, invalid proofs of correctness.
Of course, the argument can also be made that there are issues of interpretation involved in using diagrams as well; we agree, but claim that the clarity of properly formalized diagrammatic
representations minimizes this problem.
We now turn to comparing the sentential single-pulser veri cation to our proposed diagrammatic
veri cation. There are two aspects to consider: the time to develop proofs and the conciseness of
the resulting proof. The PVS proof referenced in [9] took an estimated half-hour of proof time
for a relatively novice PVS user. The main time expenditure was in properly formulating the
speci cation, which took considerably longer than the actual veri cation [12]. Although we have
no evidence to support this, we believe that speci cations may be easier to state and debug using
diagrammatic representations that are more familiar to practicing designers.
Understanding our diagrammatic proof requires understanding our rules of inference. Our
intent is to design the logic such that diagrammatic rules of inference mimic the informal reasoning
steps used by designers in practice. Example inference rules relating and gates and timing diagrams
appear below; other inference rules on and gates, such as one where a low input yields a low output,
can be derived from these three primitive rules.
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Now consider the following diagrammatic proof that corresponds to the proof of spec1. In the
timing diagrams, the dashed axis notation denotes that the dashed tick repeats the number of times
indicated on the dashed line.
The double line markings on the timing diagram indicate that the given signal levels hold for an undetermined
period of time; the transitions on the signals must still occur simultaneously.
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Comparing this proof to the PVS proof trace from [9] (reproduced in appendix A), it seems
reasonable to argue that the diagrammatic proof is easier to follow and quite possibly easier to
produce than the one required to verify spec1 in PVS. The steps taken in the diagrammatic proof
are also at a lower granularity (for sake of example) than those we expect to be taken in practice,
thus compacting the proof even further. Though we have no measured results to support this,
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empirical evidence using Hyperproof indicates that proofs are often substantially shorter than their
purely sentential equivalents [5].
The above presentation argues the bene ts of using diagrammatic representations in formal
veri cation, but it does not adequately address our particular approach of developing a logic of
hardware diagrams. Certainly it would seem reasonable to merely provide a diagrammatic interface
to an existing sentential logic, thereby allowing us to rely on existing tools for veri cation. There
are certain obvious immediate bene ts to such an approach, such as the timeliness with which
diagrams could be used to aid in formal veri cation.
We believe, however, that this approach is not the correct one to take for three reasons. By using
diagrams merely as an interface tool, we leave them as second-class citizens to sentential logic in
the realm of formal reasoning. We believe that diagrams are as valid a representation as sentential
forms in reasoning and are interested in the creation of logics that put diagrams on equal par as
a valid representation. In addition, using diagrams merely in an interface capacity sidesteps our
belief that there are logical relationships between di erent diagrammatic hardware representations.
Identifying these relationships may lead us to even stronger frameworks for veri cation, but to do
so requires closer examination of the diagrams themselves as rst-class citizens.
The third reason is more practical. Diagrams, by their very nature, often encode substantial
amounts of detailed information that may or may not be relevant to a veri cation e ort. A translation e ort would need to be able to decide what information to capture in the translation and
what to ignore. As most systems would tend to be conservative, the translation might result in a
considerably larger speci cation than what is actually needed for the veri cation e ort. Leaving the
logic at the level of the diagrams prevents this; the user accesses only what information is relevant
for the veri cation task at hand. This would seem to be an issue mostly in timing diagrams, where
the relationships between pieces of the diagrams are more subtle and open to interpretation than
in either circuit diagrams or algorithmic state machine charts. Errors in interpretation often result
in incorrect speci cations; we believe such errors would be easier to detect while working directly
with the diagrams, rather than by working through a translated representation.

3 The Heterogeneous Logic
Having argued in favor of formal diagrammatic reasoning in hardware veri cation, we now proceed
to present our formalization of hardware diagrams.

3.1 Physical Devices
Given that the diagrammatic forms supported in this logic all describe physical hardware, our
model of physical components must re ect the relationships individually re ected in each of the
diagrammatic representations. This model will need to be able to account for structural properties (depicted by circuit diagrams), state properties (depicted by ASM charts), timing properties
(depicted by timing diagrams), and input-output behavior (depicted in all three forms of diagrams
in di erent ways and to di erent degrees). Due to this, the de nitions in this section are more
extensive than those needed later to model any one of the diagrammatic representations.
The model is developed as follows: we will de ne an abstract device to be a certain kind of
mathematical structure. This de nition will focus on the structure of the device (how it is built up
from components such as gates and wires) and the interface between the device and its environment.
6

Given this, we will de ne what we mean by a concrete device, a notion intended to capture the
idea of a piece of hardware in a particular con guration at a particular time. This will allow us to
de ne notions of state for concrete devices and input-output characteristics for abstract devices.
Once we have all these notions in place, it will be a relatively straightforward matter to de ne what
it means for a device to be described by, or to implement, a given diagram.
The de nitions in this section take as primitive the notions of port and wire. A port is a physical
point of connection between a gate or delay element and its surrounding circuitry. We will assume
that our entire device is an encapsulated component so that we may speak of interface ports that
connect the device in question to some external environment. A wire is used to connect one port
to another, with the result that any two ports attached by a wire carry the same value at all times.
In addition, we assume the existence of a universe U of values that are valid voltages on wires in a
device; for now an exact U is unnecessary, but this universe will eventually be taken to be the set
f0; 1g.

De nition 1
2.

3.
4.
5.

1. An assignment is a total function from a set of ports to the universe U . More
speci cally, an assignment on a set of ports P is termed a P -assignment. A particular P assignment can be viewed as representing one possible combination of values on the ports in
P.
A basic component is a tuple c = hI; O; F; Di where I and O are disjoint sets of ports called
the input ports and output ports of c, respectively; F is a function which assigns each p 2 O
a function Fp from I -assignments into U ; and D is a function from O to the non-negative
integers called the output delay function.
A gate is a basic component in which D is the constantly zero function for all ports p 2 O.
A unit delay element is a basic component in which I and O each contain a single port, F (p)
is the identity function for p 2 O, and D(p) = 1 for p 2 O.
A wiring is a function c from wires to sets of ports of cardinality at least two. Ports which
are elements of c(w) for a single wire Sw are said to be wired together or connected by w. By
the co-domain of a wiring c we mean w2dom(c) c(w).

De nition 2 An abstract device is a 5-tuple D = hI; O; B; W; ci satisfying the following conditions:
1. I and O are disjoint sets of ports providing the interface to D; they are called the interface
input ports and the interface output ports, respectively.
2. B is a set of basic components. The sets of ports for the elements in B must all be pairwise
disjoint and disjoint from I and O.
3. W is a set of wires and c is a wiring with domain W and co-domain a subset of the ports of
D; this includes the interface ports of D as well as the ports of all gates and delay elements
of D.
4. The sets c(w) partition the ports of D. Each cell of this partition contains exactly one internal
output port or interface input port. Each cell of the partition contains at least one internal
input port or output interface port of D.
7

De nition 3 An abstract device is called combinational if it does not contain any delay elements.
Abstract devices which are not combinational are called sequential.

De nition 4 Given an abstract device D, the elements of I [ O are called the interface ports of D.

All other ports in D are called internal ports. Internal input ports are those internal ports serving
as an input port to some basic component b in D; internal output ports are those internal ports
serving as an output port to some basic component b in D.
Physical devices have a graph-like structure which we want to use for structural comparisons
between devices. We are most interested in the paths between gates within devices; the following
set of de nitions formalizes paths within physical devices.

De nition 5 Given an abstract device D, there is a connecting step from port pi to port pj ,
denoted pi ; pj , under the following conditions:

1. If pi is an internal input port of basic component b, then pi ; pj i pj is an internal output
port of b.
2. If pi is an internal output port or an input interface port, then pi ; pj i pj is an internal
input port or an output interface port and pi and pj are wired together by some wire w.
Notice that according to this de nition, there can be no connecting steps from output interface
ports to any other ports.

De nition 6 If pi ; pj , the basic component or wire that connects pi and pj is called the connecting element of pi and pj .

De nition 7 Given an abstract device D:
1. There is a connecting path in D from port p0 to port pn (denoted p0 ; pn ) if there exists a
nite transitive chain of connecting steps

p0 ; p1 ; p2 ; : : : ; pn
2. There is a connecting cycle in D if there is a connecting path p ; p for some port p in D
such that the path contains at least two distinct ports. In this case, D is said to contain
feedback.
Although any abstract device corresponds to a piece of physical hardware, there are additional
restrictions we would like to place on the devices we are willing to consider in this investigation. In
particular, we would like all basic components within an abstract device to contribute something to
the functionality of the device; we would also like to guarantee that all feedback loops pass through
a delay element. These requirements are captured in the following de nition.

De nition 8 An abstract device D is well-connected i :
1. Treating the basic components as nodes and the wiring function as giving rise to edges yields
a connected and directed graph.
8

2. For each internal port p in D there exists a connecting path from p to an element of O.
3. Every connecting cycle in D contains some step pi ; pj such that the connecting element of
pi and pj is a delay element.

Lemma 1 If a device is well-connected, then it cannot have two output ports pi and pj wired
together.

De nition 9

1. Given basic components b1=hI1; O1; F1; D1i and b2 = hI2; O2; F2; D2i, a bijection  : I1 [ O1 ! I2 [ O2 is an isomorphism between b1 and b2 i
(a) (I1) = I2 .
(b) (O1) = O2.
(c) For each p 2 O1, F1 (p) is equivalent to F2 ((p)).
(d) D1 = D2.
2. Given abstract devices D1 = hI1; O1; B1; W1; c1i and D2 = hI2; O2; B2; W2; c2i, a bijection 
from the ports of D1 to the ports of D2 is an isomorphism between D1 and D2 i
(a) (I1) = I2 .
(b) (O1) = O2.
(c) For each b1 2 B1, there exists a b2 2 B2 such that the restriction of  to the ports of b1
is an isomorphism between b1 and b2.
(d) For all ports pa and pb in D1 , pa and pb are wired together i (pa ) and (pb ) are wired
together.
3. Abstract devices D1 and D2 are isomorphic if there exists an isomorphism between them.

While the de nitions above are sucient to indicate the physical structure of a device, some
additional terminology is needed to talk about the behavior of a device. One aspect of behavior
is the functional de nition implicit in the basic components used and how they are connected. A
related aspect is the observable behavior of a device | that which is observed when values in U
are supplied on the input interface ports and the device computes values for the output interface
ports. To talk about these notions, we introduce the concept of a concrete device, capturing the
idea of using abstract devices for computation.

De nition 10 A concrete device is an ordered pair hD; ii where D is an abstract device and i is

an assignment to the ports of D such that for all gates g in D, the value in i on the output port of
g is consistent with the values in i for the input ports of g and the function associated with g .

De nition 11 A concrete device hD; ii is said to be well-connected i D is well-connected.
De nition 12 Concrete devices hD ; i i and hD ; i i are isomorphic i D and D are isomorphic
1

1

2

2

1

2

and for all ports p in D1, i1(p) = i2 ((p)), where  is the isomorphism between D1 and D2.

Lemma 2 Given a well-connected concrete device C = hD; ii and an assignment a to the input
ports of D, there is a unique assignment i0 satisfying the following conditions:
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hD; i0i is a concrete device.
If p is an interface input port of D, then i0 (p) = a(p).
If p is an output port to a delay element with input port p , then i0(p) = i(p ).
If p is an output port of some gate g , then i0(p) is Fp applied to the restriction of i0 to the
input ports of g .
5. If p is any other port, let w be the wire connected to p and let q be the unique internal output
port or input interface port in c(w). Then i0(p) = i0 (q ).
1.
2.
3.
4.

in

in

Proof

First we establish that there exists some assignment i0 that satis es the listed conditions.
We can construct a function i0 from ports to values using conditions 2 through 5. Inspection tells
us that every port in D will be assigned a unique value in i0 by one of these conditions. Therefore,
i0 meets the de nition of an assignment.
We must now establish that the assignment i0 described above is unique. Assume that there are
assignments i1 and i2 that both satisfy the listed conditions, but such that i1 6= i2 . Let p be a port
in D such that i1(p) 6= i2(p) and there is no port p0 in D such that i1 (p0) 6= i2(p0) and p0 lies on a
path from an input interface port to p. Clearly p is not an interface input port since by de nition,
i1(p) = a(p) = i2(p). If p is the output port of a gate or delay element, then since gates and delay
elements are associated with deterministic functions it must follow that i1(q ) 6= i2 (q ) for some port
q that serves as an input port for that same gate or delay element. If there is a path from an input
interface port to p, this would contradict the choice of p since q would then have to lie on a path
from an input interface port to p. If no such path exists, then the value of p must be determined
by a feedback loop. Both i1 and i2 were constructed from i, and the feedback loop must contain a
delay element, so the deterministic nature of gates tells us that any value relying strictly on that
of a feedback loop must be uniquely determined, so i1(p) = i2(p).
The only remaining option is that p is some other port and i1(q ) 6= i2(q ) where q is the unique
output port or input interface port connected to p. This also contradicts our choice of p since q
would then have to lie on a path from an input interface port to p. It therefore follows that i1 = i2,
so the constructed assignment must be unique.
The only condition left unproven is the rst one. However, by de nition a concrete device is
simply a pair of a device and an assignment for that device. We have established that i0 is an
assignment for D, so hD; i0i meets the de nition of a concrete device.
2

De nition 13 Let C = hD; ii be a concrete device and let a be an assignment to the interface
input ports of D. The unique assignment i0 given by the above lemma is said to be the derived
assignment for C , given a, and is written C [a].

De nition 14 Let C = hD; ii be a concrete device and let a be an assignment to the interface
input ports of D. Concrete device hD; C [a]i is said to follow from C , given a.
The above de nitions are sucient for observing the behavior of a device as one set of input
values is applied to the input ports. Taking this idea one step further, it will often be desirable to
observe how a device behaves over an entire sequence of input assignments, as formalized below.
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De nition 15 An assignment sequence for an abstract device D is a sequence of assignments
i1; i2; : : : to the interface input ports I of D.

De nition 16 Let C = hD; ii be a concrete device. A run of C is a sequence r = hC ; C ; : : :i of
concrete devices such that there is an assignment sequence hi ; i ; : : :i of length one shorter than
that of r, C = C , and for each j  1, Cj is the concrete device that follows from Cj , given ij .
0

1

0

1

2

1

De nition 17 The output of a concrete device hD; ii is the restriction of i to the interface output
ports O of D. The output of a run r = hC ; C ; : : :i of a concrete device is a sequence hO ; O ; : : :i
0

1

of length equal to that of r, where each Oi is the output of Ci .

0

1

De nition 18 Given a concrete device C = hD; ii, the state of C is the restriction of i to the

output ports of the delay elements in D. The set of possible states of C is the set of all assignments
on the output ports of the delay elements in D.
The de nitions up until this point have been concerned with structural, as opposed to behavioral, relationships between devices. However, it is often useful in reasoning about hardware to talk
about behavioral relationships as well; such relationships are captured in the following de nitions.

De nition 19

1. Concrete devices C1 = hD1; i1i and C2 = hD2; i2i are behaviorally indistinguishable if D1 and D2 have the same sets of input and output interface ports and for every
assignment sequence a for D1, the output of the run of C1 under a is the same as the output
of the run of C2 under a.
2. Abstract device D1 can simulate concrete device hD2; i2i if there exists an assignment sequence
i1 such that hD1; i1i is behaviorally indistinguishable from hD2; i2i.
3. We say that abstract device D1 unconditionally simulates D2 if for all assignment sequences
i2 for D2, D1 can simulate hD2; i2i. If there exist i2 and i02 such that D1 simulates hD2; i2i
but D1 does not simulate hD2; i02i, then we say that D1 contextually simulates D2 .
4. Abstract devices D1 and D2 are behaviorally equivalent i D1 is isomorphic to some D10
which unconditionally simulates D2 and D2 is isomorphic to some D20 which unconditionally
simulates D1 .

Lemma 3 If abstract devices D and D are isomorphic, then they are behaviorally equivalent.
1

2

3.2 Circuit Diagrams
While there are many pieces of information one could include in a model of circuit diagrams, our
de nition focuses on only three things: the ends of the lines on the left side of such a diagram, which
conventionally represent input wires, the ends of the lines on the right side of diagram, traditionally
representing output wires, and the points of connection between lines and the icons representing
gates and delays. The valid gate icons are shown in Fig. 2.
Convention dictates that the term \circuit diagram" be used for those diagrams which bear
some correlation to functioning physical devices, regardless of whether that relationship is partial
or total. This does not rule out the existence of diagrams that have no physical analog, due to
11

Figure 2: Icons to be used for binary and, binary or, negation, and unit delay, respectively from
left to right.

Figure 3: Examples of circuit sketches, not all of which represent functional physical devices.
any ambiguous or inconsistent physical relationships they might represent. In order to keep these
two notions separate, we will use the term \circuit sketch" to refer to any drawing of gates and
wires, reserving the term \circuit diagram" for those sketches that represent implementable physical
devices. Both of these terms are given formal de nitions in the remainder of this section.
The de nitions below rely on a notion of how gate icons and wire lines are modeled. We model
a wire line as an ordered pair of the points it connects. We model a binary gate icon as an ordered
triple hx; y; z i, indicating that the icon connects x and y on the left, in that order, from top to
bottom, with z on the right.

De nition 20 A circuit sketch s is a tuple hP; I; O; W; N; D; A; Ri satisfying the following conditions:

1. P is a set of objects called the connection points of s. I and O are disjoint subsets of P called
the input points and output points of s, respectively.
2. W , N , and D are disjoint subsets of P  P . The pairs in these three sets are called the wire
lines, negation icons, and delay icons, respectively. The rst and second elements of these are
called the left and right elements, respectively.
3. A and R are disjoint subsets of P  P  P . The elements of these sets are called the and gate
icons and or gate icons, respectively. The rst, second, and third elements of these are called
the top left, bottom left, and right elements of the icon, respectively.
In giving this de nition we have abstracted away from many features of real world circuit
diagrams, like the fact that the icons have particular shapes, or even the fact that the diagrams
must be two-dimensional. These features have their own importance in a full account of the use of
diagrams in hardware design, but they are not relevant to the logical issues which we are discussing,
and are hence excluded from our current model.
There are also features of circuits that are relevant to our task but which are not captured in
this de nition. For example, our de nition would allow a wire to connect a point to itself, or a
12

point to serve as the right element of more than one gate icon. Clearly these kinds of sketches have
no place in real design.
We have a choice about what to do about such models. One is to try to impose additional conditions on the syntax of our diagrams, as might be done in a traditional well-formedness de nition.
Another is to de ne what it means for a sketch to describe a device and then try to characterize
which sketches describe devices. The second approach seems more interesting, so we follow it here.
The remainder of this section de nes other syntactic properties of circuit sketches that will be
useful in this e ort; the sketch characterization de nitions are provided in Sect. 3.2.

De nition 21 Given a circuit sketch s, there is a simple connection between connection points
pa and pb , denoted pa ; pb if pa is a left element and pb the right element of some member of
W [ N [ D [ A [ R.6

De nition 22 Given a circuit sketch s, a connecting path from connection point pa to connection
point pb is a nite chain of simple connections

pa = p0 ; p1 ; p2 ; : : : ; pn = pb

De nition 23

1. Given circuit sketches s1 and s2 , a bijection  from the connection points of
s1 to the connection points of s2 is an isomorphism between s1 and s2 i
(a) phi(I1) = I2 .
(b) phi(O1) = O2.
(c) hpa; pbi 2 W1 $ h(pa); (pb)i 2 W2.
(d) hpa; pbi 2 N1 $ h(pa ); (pb)i 2 N2.
(e) hpa; pbi 2 D1 $ h(pa); (pb)i 2 D2 .
(f) hpa; pb; pc i 2 A1 $ h(pa ); (pb); (pc)i 2 A2 .
(g) hpa; pb; pc i 2 R1 $ h(pa); (pb); (pc)i 2 R2 .
2. Circuit sketches s1 and s2 are isomorphic i there exists an isomorphism between them.

De nition 24 Circuit sketch s is a subsketch of circuit sketch s , denoted s  s i P  P ,
I  I , O  O , W  W , N  N , D  D , A  A , and R  R . Whenever s  s , we
1

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

say that s2 is an extension of s1 .

2

2

1

2

1

2

1

1

2

2

1

1

2

2

3.2.1 Semantics
We can now use our model of physical hardware devices to give semantics for circuit sketches. We
will de ne what it means for a circuit sketch to describe a device and what it means for a device
to implement a circuit sketch. The distinction between these two notions will be that diagrams
can describe a device either partially or fully, while devices do not partially implement diagrams.
The separation of these notions is consistent with the notion that design is building up of sketches
whose limit is the diagram one wants to implement. In addition, we will use our de nitions of these
notions to give well-formedness conditions on circuit sketches.

We are thus using ; ambiguously with both devices and circuit sketches. This overloading should not cause any
confusion since context will always make it clear which notion is being used.
6
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De nition 25 Let s be a circuit sketch and D be an abstract device.
1. A depiction map from s to D is an injective function  from the connection points of s into
the ports of D such that for all p 2 sP ;
(a) p 2 sI ! (p) 2 DI .
(b) p 2 sO ! (p) 2 DO .
(c) If l = hpa; pbi is a wire line of s then (pa ) and (pb ) are wired together by some wire
w 2 DW ; (pa) must be an input interface port or internal output port and (pb) must
be an output interface port or internal input port.
(d) If n = hpa; pb i is a negation icon of s then (pa ) is connected to the input port and (pb)
connected to the output port of some inverter in DG .
(e) If d = hpa ; pbi is a delay icon of s then (pa ) is connected to the input port and (pb)
connected to the output port of some delay element in DR.
(f) g = hpa; pb; pc i is an and-gate icon of s then (pa ) and (pb ) are connected to the input
ports and (pb ) connected to the output port of some and-gate in DG .
(g) If g = hpa ; pb; pci is an or-gate icon of s then (pa) and (pb ) are connected to the input
ports and (pb ) connected to the output port of some or-gate in DG .
2. s describes D, written D j= s, if there is a depiction map  from s to D.
3. D is a structural implementation of s if there is a surjective depiction map from s to D and
the converse of requirements 1c through 1g in the de nition of a depiction map hold. This is
written D j=s s (the subscript s stands for "structural").
4. D is a behavioral implementation of s if D is behaviorally equivalent to some device D0 which
is a structural implementation of s. This is written D j=b s.
Notice that D j=s s entails D j= s and D j=b s but these latter two notions are incomparable.

Lemma 4 If D j= s and s is a subsketch of s, then D j= s .
0

0

Notice that this lemma will not hold with j= replaced by j=s or j=b .

Theorem 1 Let s be a circuit sketch. s describes some well-connected device if and only if s has
the following properties:

1. The elements of N [ D [ A [ R are all pairwise disjoint with respect to the sets of connection
points they contain; these connection points are also disjoint from I and O.
2. There is no connection point p in s that is the right element of more than one tuple in W .
3. There is no connection point pa in s such that hpa ; pbi and hpc ; pai are both wire lines in s.
4. There is no hpa; pbi in W such that pa and pb are both right elements for tuples in N [D [A[R.
5. Any cyclic path from connection point pa to connection point pb contains an element hpc ; pdi
of D.
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Figure 4: Well-formed circuit sketches; the rst and third are incomplete.

Figure 5: Examples of complete well-formed circuit sketches.

Theorem 2 Let s be a circuit sketch. s is implemented by some well-connected device if and only
if it has the properties of theorem 1 plus the following properties:

1. Treating the connection points as nodes and the elements of W [ N [ D [ A [ R as denoting
edges renders a connected and directed graph; in other words, the entire sketch must represent
a single connected hardware component.
2. For all connection points p, there must be a directed path from p to a connection point in O.
3. For all connection points p not in I , p is the right element for some tuple in W [ N [ D [ A [ R.
4. For all connection points p not in O, p is the left, top left, or bottom left element for some
tuple in W [ N [ D [ A [ R.

Notice that the conditions in each of the above theorems are entirely syntactic; that is, they
make reference only to the internal structure of sketches.

De nition 26 A well-formed circuit sketch is a sketch satisfying the conditions of 1 in the above

theorem. A complete well-formed circuit sketch is a sketch that satis es both conditions 1 and 2
of the theorem. We will reserve the term circuit diagram for complete well-formed circuit sketches.

Lemma 5 For any device D there exists a circuit diagram C that it unique up to isomorphism on
circuit diagrams such that D j=s C .
15

(2)

(1)

Figure 6: Examples of circuit sketches that are not well-formed. Example 1 has a wire connecting
the right elements of two gates. Example 2 has two problems: the circuit is not connected and
there is no path from the right element of the delay to a connection point in O.

3.3 ASM Charts
ASM charts are a variant of state machine that combines the traditional Mealy and Moore machines. They have an appearance reminiscent of ow-charts; rectangles denote states, diamonds
represent conditional branches, and ovals represent conditional (Mealy) outputs. Moore outputs
are designated by assigning a variable a value (either T or F) within a state rectangle. Each conditional branch diamond contains the name of a single signal to be tested and has two paths leaving
it, one labeled T and one labeled F (where T and F are relative to the value of the signal tested in
the diamond). Each conditional oval contains one or more assignments of T or F to signal variables.
Examples of ASM graphs appear in Fig. 7; more extensive examples and details can be found in
[13].
When using an ASM chart for computation, each state is viewed as lasting a single tick of a
system clock, with the underlying hardware for a state being combinational in nature. Assuming
we have a current state of the ASM and a function indicating the value of each signal used in a
conditional branch in the ASM, we can easily determine the next state of the ASM by following
the control paths in the chart. Any conditional output encountered along the satis ed control path
will take e ect for the current state.
The order in which conditional tests are made in a state is irrelevant to our exploration. What
is relevant are the overall conditions under which we move from one state to another during computation (the transitions), and under which we produce certain outputs in the system. Our model
captures only these relevant details. As in the section on circuit diagrams, we will reserve the term
ASM chart for what we wish to consider well-formed diagrams, using the term ASM graph for the
general case.

De nition 27 An ASM graph g is a tuple hT; B; O; N; R; P i satisfying the following conditions:
1. T is a set of objects called the states of g . B is a set of conditional branch objects and O is
a set of conditional output objects. These sets are all pairwise disjoint. We will refer to the
union of these sets as the objects of g .
2. N is a set of signal names.
3. R is a subset of T  T  P (N )  P (N ) called the next state transitions of g .7 The rst and
second elements of these tuples are called the source state and target state, respectively. The
third and fourth elements are called the true conditions and the false conditions, respectively.
7

The notation P (N ) represents the powerset of N .
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Figure 7: Examples of ASM graphs; additional examples are provided in the semantics section.
4. P is a subset of T  N  U  P (N )  P (N ) called the output conditions of g . The rst two
elements are called the assertion state and asserted variable, respectively. The third element
is called the assignment value and is a member of the universe U of possible signal values, in
this case fT; F g. The last two elements are called the true conditions and the false conditions,
respectively.

De nition 28 Given an ASM graph g, the external signals of g are those elements of N that
appear in the true or false conditions of some next state transition or output condition of g but
are not the asserted variable for any output condition in g . Any signal in N that is not external is
classi ed as internal.

De nition 29

1. Given ASM graphs g1 and g2 , a bijection o from the objects of g1 to the
objects of g2 and a bijection n from N1 to N2 , ho; n i is an isomorphism between g1 and g2
i
(a) o (T1) = T2.
(b) o (B1) = B2.
(c) o (O1) = O2 .
(d) ht1; t2 ; ct; cf i 2 R1 $ ho (t1 ); o(t2 ); n(ct); n (cf )i 2 R2.
(e) ht; n; u; ct; cf i 2 P1 $ ho(t); n (n); u; n(ct); n(cf )i 2 P2 .
2. ASM graphs g1 and g2 are isomorphic if there exists an isomorphism ho ; n i between them.

De nition 30 ASM graph g is a subgraph of ASM graph g if and only if T  T , B  B ,
O  O , R  R , and P  P . In this case, we call g an extension of g .
1
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3.3.1 Semantics
ASM graphs depict the algorithms computed by devices, capturing the control ow of devices but
ignoring the structural details as to how the associated algorithms are computed in the devices.
Given the level of abstraction associated with ASM graphs, the modelling relationships between
ASM graphs and devices will be considerably more complicated than those required for circuit
diagrams. Similarly to the section on circuit diagram semantics, we will de ne what it means for
an ASM graph to describe a device and what it means for a device to implement the algorithm
re ected in an ASM graph.
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De nition 31 Let g be an ASM graph. A signal-value assignment for g is a function from the
names N of g to the set fT; F g. An external signal-value assignment is the restriction of a signalvalue assignment to the external signals of g .

De nition 32 Let g be an ASM graph, t a state in g, and i a signal-value assignment.
1. A next-state transition hts ; tt; ct; cf i 2 R is satis ed by t and i if ts = t, i(n) = T for all names
in ct, and i(n) = F for all names in cf . If there is exactly one such transition satis ed by t
and i, this transition is called the next state of g under t and i.
2. Output condition hts ; n; u; ct; cf i 2 P is satis ed by t and i if ts = t, i(v ) = T for all names v
in ct, and i(v ) = F for all names v in cf .
3. Let i0 be the unique signal-value assignment such that for all output conditions hts ; n; u; ct; cf i
satis ed by t and i, i0(n) = u, i0(s) = i(s) if s is an external signal and i0(s) = F for all other
signals s. i0 is called the signal update of g under t and i.8

De nition 33 An ASM graph g is deterministic if no two next state transitions are satis ed by
the same state t and signal-value assignment i.

De nition 34 An ASM graph g is transitionally complete if for all states t and all signal-value
assignments i there exists a next-state transition that is satis ed by t and i.

ASM graphs developed in practice sometimes contain diagrammatically unreachable states.
These states are included in the graph only because the state of a device is unpredictable at
startup time and the ASM graph needs to indicate a transition in the event that the corresponding
device starts up in such a state.9 While ASM graphs are more complete with these states included,
their omission often simpli es the picture, allowing for a clearer view of the intended algorithm,
without sacri cing functionality.10 The following de nition captures the removal of such startup
states.

Lemma 6 Given ASM graph g0 there is a unique ASM graph g such that
1. B = B 0, O = O0 , N = N 0, and P = P 0 .
2. T  T 0 .
3. for all t 2 T 0 , T ,
(a) There are no output conditions in P with source state t.
(b) There is only one next state transition in R with source state t.

De nition 35 Given ASM graph g0, the ASM graph g satisfying the conditions of lemma 6 is
called the functional reduction of g 0.

We are using F as the global default value for signals, though defaults could be assigned in various other ways.
Note that this notion of unreachable does not capture states that are unreachable at computation time; some
states may never be reached due to the particular input values of the tested signals. We are only concerned with
diagrammatically unreachable states for the present discussion.
10
Some models of ASM graphs and state machines include a speci c start state in order to address this issue.
8
9
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We have established sucient framework to discuss when a given ASM graph describes a given
physical device and when a given device implements the algorithm depicted in an ASM graph.
First, we need to establish relationships between the signals and states of ASM graphs and the
ports and states of devices.

De nition 36 Let g be an ASM graph and D be an abstract device.
1. A state map from g to D is a function from the states T of g to the possible states of D.
2. Let  be a function from the signal names of g to the ports of D.  is called a signal map i
 maps each external signal in g to an input interface port of D and each internal signal in g
to an internal output port in D.  is called a complete signal map i it is a signal map with
every input interface port and every internal output port wired to an output interface port
of D in its co-domain.
We will establish relationships between ASM graphs and devices by simulating each on the
same inputs and seeing how closely the state transitions and output behaviors correspond. Doing
this requires that we know when a signal-value assignment and a port assignment are re ecting the
same values. We also need to know when there is a correspondence as just described. These two
notions are captured in the following de nitions.

De nition 37 Given a signal map  and signal-value assignment i, assignment a for D is compatible with  and i i a(p) = i(,1(p)) for all ports p in the co-domain of .

De nition 38 A state map t and a signal map n are said to be feasible for g and D if for all

signal-value assignments i for g and all states t in g there exists an assignment a for D which is
compatible with n and i and re ects state t (t) such that:

1. If t0 is the next state of g under t and i, then t (t0 ) is the next state of D under t (t) and a.
2. If i0 is the signal update of g under t and i, then assignment a0 derived from hD; ai is compatible
with i0.
If t and n are feasible for g and D and the converse of requirement 1 holds for all i and t, we say
that t and n capture g and D.
As in the section on circuit diagrams, we now de ne four relationships between ASM graphs and
devices that capture the various granularities of relationships between them. Using these de nitions,
we can identify properties of ASM graphs required for implementation in devices. There are various
algorithms for implementing an ASM graph in physical hardware; the interested reader is referred
to [13] for examples of such algorithms.

De nition 39

1. g describes D if there exists a state map and a signal map that are feasible

for g and D.
2. D is a full structural implementation of g i there exists a surjective state map and a complete
signal map that capture g and D. This is written D j=s g .
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Figure 8: The diagram on the top demonstrates the notation for interval durations in the logic.
The diagram on the bottom shows the expansion of the upper diagram with respect to the duration
markings.
3. D is a functional structural implementation of g i there exists an ASM graph g 0 such that
D is a full structural implementation of g 0 and g is the functional reduction of g 0. We will
denote this relationship as D j=fs g .
4. D is a behavioral implementation of g if D is behaviorally equivalent to some device D0 which
is a structural implementation of g . This is written D j=b g .

Theorem 3 An ASM graph g describes some well-connected device i g is deterministic.
Theorem 4 An ASM graph is fully structurally implemented by a well-connected device i it is
deterministic, transitionally complete, and contains 2k states for k  1.
Knowing which ASM graphs can be realized in physical devices leads us to make the following
de nition:

De nition 40 A deterministic ASM graph will be called an ASM chart.

3.4 Timing Diagrams
Timing diagrams are perhaps the easiest to model because there is little information contained in
the diagram that is irrelevant to our exploration. We will view a timing diagram as a collection of
individual waveforms speci ed over the same set of time ticks. Our notation for timing diagrams
supports the speci cation of intervals which are useful not only for naming sections of a diagram,
but also for specifying repetitions of segments of a diagrams. For the latter purpose, a duration
marker may be placed within parentheses on the arrow marking an interval, as shown in Fig. 8. The
valid duration markers are positive integers, variable names, and the sign +, denoting an unknown
(possibly in nite) number of repetitions.
Our model of an individual waveform needs to take into account the signal levels depicted at
each time tick; in our notation, there are three valid levels, high, low, and unknown. There are
also two line styles, solid and dotted, used to distinguish between the levels that a signal can and
cannot have at a time tick, respectively. Finally, we use color on waveforms to classify them as
representing input, output or internal signals.
There are only two pieces of information re ected in timing diagrams which we take as irrelevant
in our models. The rst is the ordering of signals within the diagram. The second is the amount
of space between ticks in a timing diagram. Given that we are working with purely synchronous
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systems, this latter piece of information is indeed irrelevant for our investigation. The syntax rules
for constructing timing diagrams are simplistic enough that we will not need separate de nitions
for well-formed and non-well-formed diagrams as we did in the cases of circuit diagrams and ASM
charts; we will simply use the term timing diagram throughout the section.

De nition 41 A timing pattern is a tuple hK; v; x; ci where
1.
2.
3.
4.

K is a set of ordered time ticks, represented by integers.
v is a function from K to the values set fhigh, low, unknowng.
x is a function from K to the exclusion set fexcluding, non-excludingg.
c is an element of the set of possible colors.

De nition 42 Timing patterns p and p are equivalent for a set of time ticks K if for all time
ticks k 2 K , v (k) = v (k) and x (k) = x (k).
1

1

2

2

1

2

De nition 43 A timing diagram is a tuple hN; P; K; I i satisfying the following conditions:
1. N is a set of names.
2. P is a function from N to timing patterns.
3. K is an ordered set of time ticks represented by integers such that K contains the ticks of
each timing pattern in the range of P .
4. I is a subset of K  K  D where D is a set of duration markers for intervals. The rst two
elements are called the start tick and end tick of the interval, respectively; the last element
is called the duration of the interval.

De nition 44 Given two timing diagrams T and T , a bijection  from N to N is a pattern
isomorphism if for all names n 2 N , P (n) is equivalent to P ((n)). T and T are isomorphic if
1

1

2

1

1

2

1

K1 = K2, I1 = I2 , and there exists a pattern isomorphism between N1 and N2.

2

2

De nition 45 Timing diagram T is a subdiagram of timing diagram T if and only if N  N ,
I  I , K  K , c = c and for all names n 2 N , P (n) is equivalent to P (n) for all time ticks
1
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1

1

in K1. If T1 is a subdiagram of T2, then T2 is called an extension of T1 .

1

2

2

As demonstrated in Fig. 8, it is possible to remove intervals from the diagram by reproducing
the portion of the diagram within the interval as many times as is speci ed by the duration marking
on the interval. Along the same lines, we will often want to take an interval of variable duration
and instantiate it with a particular duration for purposes of proofs. A useful application of both
techniques appears in the example proofs later in the paper. The following de nitions capture the
syntactic conditions under which one diagram is such an expansion or instantiation of another.

De nition 46 Timing diagram T is an instantiation of waveform collection T if N = N and
for each hks ; ke; di in I , I , one of the following cases holds:
1

2

2

1
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1. d = 1.
2. d is a duration variable and hks ; ke ; d0i 2 I1 where d0 is a positive integer.
3. d is the marker + and hks; ke ; d0i 2 I1 where d0 is a positive integer or a duration variable.

De nition 47 A timing diagram is fully instantiated if it contains no non-numeric interval duration

labels.

De nition 48 Timing diagram T is a trivial expansion of waveform collection T if the following
conditions are satis ed:

1

2

1. N1 = N2 .
2. I1 = (I2,fhks ; ke; dig)[fhke; ke + (ke , ks ); d , 1ig or I1 = (I2,fhks ; ke; dig)[fhks; ke; d , 1ig
where d is not the marker + and d > 1 and for all timing patterns P1 (n) and P2 (n) they are
equivalent:
(a) Up to ke .
(b) From ke to ke + (ke , ks ) in P1 (n) with ks to ke in T2.
(c) from ke + (ke , ks ) to the end in P1 (n) with ke to end in T2.

De nition 49 Timing diagram Tn is an expansion of timing diagram T if there exists a sequence
of timing diagrams T : : :Tn such that for all 1 > i  n Ti is either an instantiation or a trivial
1

expansion of Ti,1 .

1

3.4.1 Semantics
The distinction between description and implementation is less pronounced when working with
timing diagrams because their very nature tends towards partial information. Timing diagrams
rarely depict all possible combinations of values on signals; only those value combinations of interest
to the problem at hand are represented. Similarly, timing diagrams often include only those signals
for which there are explicit timing relationships to consider, leaving out the remaining signals in
a device. Our distinction between description and implementation will be based on the latter
consideration | the number of signals depicted relative to a given device.

De nition 50 A timing value vt and a numeric device value vd are said to correspond if vt is high

and vd = 1 or if vt is low and vd = 0. If vt is unknown, then it corresponds to any value of vd that
lies in the universe of values for devices.

De nition 51 Given a timing diagram T and a device D, a waveform map is an injective function
from the signal names in T to the ports of D such that:

1. Input signals in T map to input interface ports of D.
2. Output signals in T map output interface ports of D.
3. Internal signals in T map to internal output ports of D.
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Determining whether or not a timing diagram describes the behavior of a device requires that
we be able to check the values on wires in the device against the values on signals in the timing
diagram. This de nition captures this check for an individual tick in a timing diagram.

De nition 52 Given an assignment a to the ports of a device D, a time tick k in a timing diagram
T , and a waveform map  from T to D, a matches k if for all names n in the domain of :
1. If P (n)x is non-excluding at tick k, then a((n)) must correspond to P (n)v at k.
2. If P (n)x is excluding at tick k, then a((n)) must not correspond to P (n)v at k.
We now extend our terminology to cover comparing an entire timing diagram to the functionality
of a physical device. Our approach is to generate an assignment sequence for the device using the
values depicted for the input signals in the timing diagram, then match the outputs generated by
the device (under the timing diagram inputs) to the outputs re ected in the timing diagram. This
approach is captured in the next three de nitions.

De nition 53 Given a fully instantiated timing diagram T with k time ticks and a waveform map

 from T to device D, the generated assignment sequence for D under T and  is an assignment
sequence a1 ; : : :; ak such that:
1. if P (n)v is low at tick i, ai ((n)) = 0.
2. if P (n)v is high at tick i, ai ((n)) = 1.
3. if P (n)v is unknown or unde ned at tick i, ai ((n)) can be any value in the universe U .

De nition 54 Let D be a device, T be a fully instantiated timing diagram, and  be a waveform
map from T to D. Let a1 ; : : :; ak be the generated assignment sequence for D under T and . T
and D are said to be compatible under  if there exists concrete device hD; a0i such that for each Ri
in the run of D under a1; : : :; ak for D under T and , the generated b-assignment of Ri matches
tick i in T .

De nition 55 Let T be a timing diagram and let D be a device.
1. T describes D, written D j= T if there is a waveform map from T to D and a concrete device
D0 for D such that all fully instantiated timing diagrams for T are compatible with D0.
2. D is a structural implementation of T if T describes D using a surjective waveform map. This
is written D j=s T .
3. D is a behavioral implementation of T if D is behaviorally equivalent to some device D0 which
is a structural implementation of T . This is written D j=b T .

Theorem 5 Any fully instantiated timing diagram describes some well-connected device.
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Figure 9: Timing diagram that cannot be implemented by a physical device.

Proof

Any fully instantiated timing diagram can be expanded into a timing diagram with no
duration markers larger than 1. For each output waveform in the collection, a temporal expression
can be written that contains a disjunct for each time tick t where the waveform is true; the disjunct
for time t is a conjunct of the values of each non-output signal name at each time t0 < t.
Taking the conjunction of the expressions for each output waveform yields an expression that
corresponds to the output patterns in the timing diagram. We can implement this conjunction in
a device and we claim that the original timing diagram describes this device by construction. 2

Theorem 6 There exist timing diagrams that cannot be described by any well-connected device.
Proof As pointed out in [8], the timing diagram for a single-pulser that generates the output

pulse in the middle of the input pulse is such a timing diagram; such a diagram is given in Fig. 9.

2

4 Rules of Inference
Using the semantics developed in the previous four sections, we can now state the conditions for
creating rules of inference, such as the sample ones given in Sect. 2. Consider two diagrams G1 and
G2 which may or may not be diagrams of the same type. If it is the case that whenever D j= G1,
then D j= G2 for every device D, then a rule can be formulated to infer G2 from G1 . Similarly,
given a set S of diagrams (not necessarily all of the same type), if whenever a device D models
every diagram in S then D also models some diagram G1 , then G1 can be inferred from S .
While this requirement does not dictate which of the modeling relationships (structural or
behavioral) should be used in de ning rules of inference, in this logic behavioral modeling is used
to create rules between diagrams of the same type and structural modeling is used to create rules
between diagrams of di erent types. As a further example of inference rules, Fig. 10 contains all
the primitive inference rules needed between timing diagrams and circuit diagrams; while we do
not provide the proof here, these inference rules are sound within the logic. Other inference rules
that we might expect to see between circuit diagrams and timing diagrams can be derived from
this basic set, as can rules for other components that are constructed out of the four basic gates. In
addition, the logic will contain inference rules involving the other representations, as well as rules
bridging diagrammatic and sentential representations; examples appear in Fig. 11.

5 Related Research
Using visual representations in hardware design and veri cation is not a new idea. Various design tools and description languages have employed diagrammatic representations [6] [7] [15], and
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Figure 10: Primitive inference rules between circuit and timing diagrams.
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Figure 11: Examples of additional inference rules in the logic. The rst rule could be derived from
the rules given in Fig. 10. The second is an example of a primitive rule between timing diagrams
and our sentential logic. The third rule would be derived from the primitive rules involving circuit
diagrams, timing diagrams, and sentential logic.
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systems for reasoning about some aspects of systems using diagrammatic representations have appeared over the past year [4] [3] [10] [14]. Many systems provide formalizations of timing diagrams
[3] [10] [14] and some even provide formal de nitions of the interaction between timing diagrams
and sentential representations [14]; none of these support multiple diagrammatic representations.
Another distinguishing feature of this research is that the logic has been developed directly on the
diagrammatic forms rather than on an underlying sentential logic. [4] present a system in which
a user can reason about system states using a graphical interval logic, but they translate their
visual representations into a sentential logic for purposes of formal manipulation. Designing the
logic directly at the level of the diagrams is more powerful because it lets the diagrams dictate
the logical structure as opposed to having the constraints of a conventional logic dictate the visual
representations that can be supported.
A previous attempt at de ning a heterogeneous logic for hardware, along with arguments supporting the use of diagrams in hardware formal methods is presented in [8]. The logic in [8] is less
ne-grained than the one presented here; their logic is based only on behavioral relationships while
this work allows for reasoning about structural relationships between components.

6 Conclusions
Diagrams o er several potential advantages to hardware reasoning: they o er clear, compact, and
user-transferable representations, and they lack the high learning overhead associated with the
formal logics underlying many state-of-the-art sentential reasoning tools. We have provided a
logical formalization of three types of hardware diagrams and presented an example of how such a
logic can be used for hardware veri cation.
We are in the process of constructing a veri cation tool based upon a heterogeneous logic
that contains the formalisms presented here as well as support for higher-order logic as a valid
representation. Initially, this tool will take the form of a proof checker. We believe that such
heterogeneous tools will provide the exibility to make veri cations not only more concise and
readable, but also easier to produce than those performed in entirely sentential systems.
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A PVS Proof Trace
This PVS proof trace of the single-pulser veri cation was provided by Steve Johnson and originally
appeared in [9].
Verbose proof for single pulse1.
single pulse1:

[1] (8 (o; i : signal) : imp(i; o)  spec1(i; o))
Expanding the de nitions of spec1, imp, delay, and , ,, Pulse
Applying (SKOSIMP*),
Instantiating the top quanti er in + with the terms: m!1
Applying propositional simpli cation and decision procedures,
which yields 2 subgoals:

single pulse1.1:

f,1g
f,2g
f,3g
f,4g
f,5g
f,6g
f1g

(8 (t : time) :
(8 (t : time) :
n < m
i (n , 1) =
i (m ) = 0
(8 (t : time) :
o (m ) = 1
0

0

0

0

0

(x (t + 1) = i (t)))
(o (t) = (1 , i (t))  x (t)))
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

(n  t ^ t < m  i (t) = 1))
0

0

0

0

single pulse1.2:

f,1g
f,2g
f,3g
[,4]
[,5]
[,6]
[,7]
[,8]
[,9]
f1g

n  j
j  m
o (j ) = 1
(8 (t : time) :
(8 (t : time) :
n < m
i (n , 1) =
i (m ) = 0
(8 (t : time) :
j = m
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0

(x (t + 1) = i (t)))
(o (t) = (1 , i (t))  x (t)))
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

(n  t ^ t < m  i (t) = 1))
0

0

0
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